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Abstract: This paper addresses several important problems and methods related to studies of inland
waters based on the existing scientific literature. The use of UAVs in freshwater monitoring is
described, including recent contact and non-contact solutions. Due to a decline in biological diversity
in many parts of the globe, the main threats are described together with a modern method for algae
and cyanobacteria monitoring utilizing chlorophyll a fluorescence. Observed disturbances in the
functioning of river biocenoses related to mine waters’ discharge, causing changes in the physico-
chemical parameters of waters and sediments, give rise to the need to develop more accurate methods
for the assessment of this phenomenon. Important problems occurring in the context of microplastic
detection, including the lack of unification, standardization and repeatability of the methods used,
were described. In conclusion, accurate results in the monitoring of water quality parameters of
inland waters can be achieved by combining modern methods and using non-contact solutions.

Keywords: human pressure; UAV; biodiversity; chlorophyll a fluorescence; lignite mine waters;
microplastic

1. Introduction

Aquatic ecosystems, encompassing oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, and wetlands, are the
habitats for an immense array of biodiversity crucial for their functioning. Understanding
the complexities of biodiversity in aquatic environments is essential for effective conserva-
tion and sustainable management practices [1–4]. Aquatic ecosystems, with their water and
sediment characteristics, support a high diversity of life forms, from microscopic plankton
to macrophytes, macrozoobenthos and fish, playing important roles in global biogeochem-
ical cycles and providing essential ecosystem services to humankind [5–7]. Observed
changes in the functioning of aquatic ecosystems raise awareness of the need to undertake
in-depth scientific analysis and practical actions, that could help reduce the negative effects
of anthropopression [8]. Thus, increasing pressure on waters has been studied by many
authors, tackling this with a wide range of scientific topics, modern research methods
and considering possible solutions [9–13]. The situation is additionally complicated due
to water scarcity in many regions of the World and conflicts for water resources inside
countries (e.g., herders and farmers in Nigeria) or difficult relations between countries (e.g.,
Jordan River and countries along the Nile River) [14–16]. As this issue is very tough to
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solve, Wheeler and Hussein [17] have called for international studies on transboundary
water problems on the basis of mutual understanding and empathy.

The presented paper focuses on several of the most important scientific and method-
ological aspects of water monitoring with respect to the observed problems. It discusses
the potential and maybe not fully utilized capabilities of different methods and existing
gaps in knowledge and practice, which could be overcome in the near future. For instance,
the UAVs are still more popular and play an important role in different areas of life, but
their use in aquatic studies is still in its initial state, despite obvious potential in water
monitoring [18]. In the case of observed invasions of aquatic plant species [19], the use
of drones could be helpful in the early detection of problems by visual inspection and
using equipment for the analyses of chemical and biological parameters (e.g., fluorescens),
thus helping in maintaining biological diversity [20]. In studies of the pressure of mining
on inland waters, including its impact on biological features, brown coal mine waters
were not sufficiently surveyed in recent decades. It is worth knowing that problems with
water quality can be present also after mine closures [21]. Another very urgent topic is the
presence of microplastic in waters, but surprisingly, the definition, sampling procedures
and categorization for plastic are still not unified, causing problems with understanding
between scientists [22].

In our review, a wide range of recent scientific works on the use of UAVs (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles) in aquatic ecosystem monitoring is presented since it is a method which
is helpful in the monitoring of all kind of pressures (Figure 1). The importance of bio-
diversity issues and recent studies on algae, both useful in the evaluation of industrial
and agricultural pressures, is presented. The less studied impact of mine water (industry)
on river ecosystems (i.e., aquatic plants) and the pressing issue of microplastics (due to
consumerism and industry) in water are also explained.
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2. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Inland Water Analyses

The UAVs of various types and sizes are now very well adapted to carry different
types of functional payloads. A functional payload, performs a well-defined task at the
location where it was delivered by the UAV, so the type of payload will determine the
usage tactics of a particular type of UAV. For water quality measurements, we can divide
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functional payloads into sensor payloads, i.e., those provided for the study of physico-
chemical parameters, and those in water sampling devices. We can further divide sensory
devices into non-contact and contact sensors. The first group includes various types of
remote sensing devices, such as multispectral cameras, hyperspectral cameras, visible light
cameras, thermal imaging cameras and laser scanners (including bathymetric). The group
of contact devices includes sensors for measuring physical and chemical parameters of
water, which are submerged at a selected position in the water body. UAVs also allow water
samples to be taken from the selected body of water and transferred for further analysis
in the laboratory. The UAV water quality measurement solution is, therefore, divided
into three main solutions: those based on non-contact (remote sensing) sensors, contact
measurement devices and sample collection solutions. Each of these solutions is based on a
flying platform, multi-rotor or airframe, which delivers the sensor or sampling device to
the measurement site. A common feature of all solutions, resulting directly from the use
of the UAV as a platform, is that the functional payload is safely delivered to the selected
measurement site, the position of the measurement is accurately determined by the UAV’s
navigation system, the flight itself and the execution of the navigation task by the UAV can
be precisely programmed, the cost of using the UAV is low and the measurement system
itself can be deployed quickly at the measurement site. These common features make
the UAV an excellent platform for carrying sensors or samples, especially for small water
bodies, which in the general case do not exceed the maximum flight range of the aerial
platform in terms of their size.

2.1. Non-Contact Solution

This group includes all UAV-related work that is based on remote sensing data process-
ing. The unquestionable advantage of these measurements is that there is no contact with
the surveyed object during the measurement, which does not disturb the object, and the
measurement itself is performed over a certain area. Remote sensing measurements made
from UAVs are limited to only a certain range of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is
somewhat smaller compared to satellite measurements. Due to the limited maximum mass
of the functional payload, sensors designed and installed on UAVs are typically low in mass
and are equipped with small sensor chips. This naturally results in them having slightly
lower technical and accuracy capabilities than those installed, for example, on satellites. An
important factor is that UAV data can be provided at a high time resolution, more frequently
than satellite measurements and with a higher spatial resolution (smaller ground pixel).
Remote sensing from UAVs is currently mainly used to estimate water quality parameters
such as total suspended solids (TSS) [23–27], turbidity (TUB) [28–30], chlorophyll a (CHL-A)
levels [31–35] and phycocyanin (PS) [36–40], transparency [41–43], total nitrogen [41,44–48],
total phosphorus [49–52], algae [53–55], aquatic vegetation [56–60], siltation of reservoirs
and rivers [61,62], urban black and smelly water bodies [63–66] and microorganisms in
water [9,67–70]. The very type of remote sensing sensor provided for the measurement
of water parameters is also not different from the solutions adopted in other fields of
remote sensing with UAVs such as precision agriculture. They are the same universal
sensors and many calculation methods are adapted to this task directly from other remote
sensing fields. In other words, UAVs are not being specifically adapted for the use of
remote sensing cameras to study water parameters, they are mainly standard solutions.
Significant differences are only observed in data processing techniques, the calculation
of results and the spatial resolution of data. This work [71] compares satellite data and
a solution based on a UAV and a multispectral camera. In this work, the UAV was used
to measure chlorophyll a as a quantitative descriptor of the phytoplankton biomass and
trophic level. As the results show here, there is moderately good agreement between the
three sensors (two satellites and one UAV) at different spatial resolutions (10 m, 30 m and
8 cm), indicating a high potential for the development of a multi-platform and multi-sensor
approach to monitor the eutrophication of small reservoirs. It is worth noting here the sig-
nificant potential of the high spatial resolution achieved from UAVs (8 cm), which, for small
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reservoirs, makes it possible to acquire data with a very high spatial resolution. Remote
sensing from UAVs mainly uses four types of spectral cameras, which can be subdivided
according to the method of data acquisition into: point scanning (or whiskbroom), line
scanning (or pushbroom), plan scanning and single shot [72]. Multispectral cameras, offer
up to approximately 10 spectral channels in the 400–1100 nm range with a width of up
to 40 nm (e.g., Altum PT, RedEdge-P and RedEdge-P Dual of AgEagle Aerial Systems
Inc., Raleigh, NC, USA). Hyperspectral cameras offer spectral ranges from 350 nm (CHAI
V-640, Brandywine Photonics, West Chester, PA, USA) to even 2500 nm (SWIR-384, HySpex,
Oslo, Norway) with an excellent spectral resolution as low as 1.3 nm (Pika XC, Resonon
Inc., Bozeman, MT, USA). Such cameras allow for much more accurate analyses of the
electromagnetic spectrum to be made.

In this paper [73], data were acquired from a small UAV equipped with a MicaSense
RedEdge (MicaSense Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) multispectral camera. This is a small camera
with five spectral channels and the difficulty in processing multispectral data from the
UAV is precisely due to its relatively small spectral range. Here, the researchers presented
an improved matching pixel-by-pixel (IMP-MPP) algorithm that successfully derived
suspended solids and turbidity indices in a selected region of measurements based on these
data. In contrast to this solution is the work of Lu et al. [74], where measurement data
were collected with a hyperspectral camera (Headwall NANO-Hyperspec manufactured
by Headwall Photonics Inc., Bolton, MA, USA) integrated with a UAV. This camera also
operated in the same spectral range, but offered data with a spectral resolution of 6.0 nm,
resulting in 100 spectral channels. An innovative solution using a hyperspectral sensor
for CHL-A measurements is presented in paper [67]. Here, a hyperspectral sensor with a
broad spectrum of 400–900 nm was placed on a UAV with a spectral channel every 5 nm,
based on an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) sensor. Solutions based on a visible light
camera have also been successfully used to survey water bodies. In the work by [75], just
such a small camera integrated with a UAV was used, where a method for assessing the
concentration of tracer dyes placed in the surveyed water body was demonstrated. As
it turns out, the small camera and the developed method of data filtering allows one to
assess the concentration in the study area with high accuracy. This work also shows the
important difference between the point-sampling method and the spatial measurement
using a camera. In this way, data are available for an area rather than a point, allowing
complex analyses related to dye dispersion to be made. Similar solutions are also presented
in papers [76–79].

2.2. Contact Solutions

This group includes all UAV work which is based on sensors being delivered to the
measurement site and immersed in the reservoir being surveyed. The undoubted advan-
tage of this type of measurement is that the result (sensor reading) is obtained quickly and
precisely at the selected location, unfortunately, rather point-like. In situ sensor measure-
ments are precise, but are limited only to the values that the sensor registers. Importantly,
such sensors are not standardized for UAV operation, so such devices are proprietary
solutions. Researchers using standard sensors have adapted them to remotely record and
transmit data to the UAV base station. Such solutions are based on using the 912 MHz
radio frequency. In solutions of this type, standard sensors for determining water quality,
e.g., pH, temperature, turbidity, dissolved oxygen (DO) and carbon dioxide, are integrated
mechanically on the flying platform. The sensors are connected to a microcontroller on
board the UAV, their readings transmitted to a ground station via the UAV’s telemetry
channel. In this way, data are read out in real time [80]. In paper [81], the authors presented
a small hexacopter that was equipped with a dissolved oxygen (DO) and water pH sensor.
In this design, the UAV lands on the water surface on specially developed floats and takes
measurements. Landing the UAV on the water allows a stable and safe measurement to be
made, but has its limitations. The measurement is only performed near the surface and
requires ideal hydrometeorological conditions. A similar solution is also shown in the work
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of the same team [82], but here the sensors are installed on a rope, which allows them to
be submerged to a certain, fixed depth and does not force a landing on the water, which
is a significant advance in this solution. A similar solution is presented in paper [5], but
here, there has been a significant development in the aerodynamics of the UAV itself. Here,
the UAV’s floats have been optimized for airflow behind the propeller and telemetry data
transmission via a mobile phone network.

2.3. Sampling

The group includes all work involving the use of UAVs, which is based on equipment
being delivered to the measurement site and immersed in the water reservoir under
investigation in order to take a sample of the water and submit it for further analysis,
already using specialized laboratories. This sampling, of course, makes it possible to
carry out more analyses, not limited to those determined by the sensors on board the
UAV. It should be noted here that the collection of water samples by UAVs is very niche
and researchers present very few papers on the subject [18]. In the work of Koparan
et al. [83,84], they show the construction and methodology of using a purpose-built and
designed sampler to collect water samples. The paper [48], also shows a hybrid design, a
combined sampler for sampling and telemetry sensors surveying in situ. The work of Ore
et al. [85] presents an interesting system for collecting water samples on a UAV. A small
tube connected to a pump collects a water sample while the UAV is hovering and they
transfer it to a dedicated sampler. A similar solution is presented in work [86], where an
unmanned helicopter was used to collect water samples. In work [87], a temperature sensor
was mounted on the UAV at some distance from the platform to profile the temperature
waveform in the water depth.

As mentioned above, collecting water samples using a UAV interferes minimally
with the environment and maintains maximum sample purity. This issue is particularly
important when collecting DNA samples, as demonstrated in the work [88]. In situations
where traditional access to the water surface is difficult or even dangerous, as in the case of
flooded open-pit mines or volcanic lakes [89], a UAV for collecting water samples appears
to be a very good solution. This is shown in the paper [90] where another author’s sampling
system, based on traditional medical syringes, is presented.

3. The Role of Biodiversity

Understanding the complexities of biodiversity within aquatic environments is paramount
for effective conservation and management strategies, especially in the face of escalating
anthropogenic pressures and climate change [91,92]. Key components of biodiversity, re-
gardless of the ecosystem, primarily concern the issues of species richness, genetic diversity
and ecosystem diversity. Aquatic ecosystems exhibit high species richness and genetic
diversity, often surpassing their terrestrial counterparts. Diverse habitat types and intercon-
nections facilitate species dispersal and colonization, conferring resilience to environmental
changes [93–95]. There are many factors influencing aquatic biodiversity, including the
physical characteristics of habitats, water quality parameters and anthropogenic stressors
such as pollution and climate change. Additionally, the ecological functions and services
provided by diverse management authorities, ranging from nutrient cycling to supporting
fisheries and recreation, play an important role in shaping the structure of aquatic organism
communities. The importance of preserving aquatic biodiversity, allowing for resilience
against environmental perturbations and for ensuring the continuity of ecosystem services,
emphasizes the need for interdisciplinary approaches, long-term monitoring programs and
conservation initiatives that integrate social, economic and ecological perspectives [96].

Biodiversity plays a fundamental role in aquatic food webs, influencing trophic inter-
actions and energy transfer [97]. Sufficiently high species diversity within trophic levels
contributes to the stability of communities of various groups of plants and animals, ensur-
ing proper ecosystem functioning [98]. Conserving biodiversity in aquatic environments is
becoming an increasingly urgent challenge in the face of climate change, environmental
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degradation and growing anthropogenic impacts on aquatic ecosystems [99,100]. Climate
change poses unprecedented challenges to aquatic biodiversity, with rising temperatures,
ocean acidification and extreme weather events threatening aquatic ecosystems world-
wide. The biodiversity of aquatic ecosystems is influenced by a variety of factors, both
natural and anthropogenic. Physical habitat characteristics such as temperature, salinity
and substrate type shape species distributions and community composition. Water quality
parameters, including nutrient levels, dissolved oxygen concentrations and pH, influence
the stability and productivity of aquatic habitats. Anthropogenic stressors such as pollution
from industrial runoff, overfishing, habitat destruction and climate change exacerbate bio-
diversity loss and degrade ecosystem functioning. However, rising temperatures and ocean
acidification, driven by greenhouse gas emissions, pose existential threats to coral reefs and
marine biodiversity hotspots worldwide. Various types of pollution pose a serious threat
to water biodiversity and large-scale pollution, such as oil spills and plastic waste, can
lead to ecological disasters in ecosystems [100]. In response to these challenges, strategies
for water restoration to rebuild and support biodiversity are gaining increasing impor-
tance. The regular monitoring and assessment of the status of biodiversity are necessary
to track changes in ecosystems, identify threats and take appropriate actions to protect
and restore biodiversity. As the trophy increases, intense and long-lasting (often toxic)
blooms of cyanobacteria and mass appearances of macroscopic algae on the water surface
become more important [101]. This is a global problem because cyanobacterial blooms alter
water quality parameters, such as a lack of light in the deeper levels of the water column
and dissolved oxygen levels and nutrient availability, leading to disruptions in ecological
processes and shifts in community composition [102]. The dense biomass of cyanobacterial
blooms can restrict light penetration into the water column, creating light-limited condi-
tions for submerged vegetation and other photosynthetic organisms. These blooms can
outcompete native species for resources, leading to declines in species richness and changes
in species assemblages [103]. Furthermore, cyanobacterial toxins produced during blooms
pose health risks to aquatic organisms and humans, further exacerbating biodiversity loss.
The ecological consequences of cyanobacterial blooms extend beyond immediate impacts
on aquatic communities, with cascading effects on ecosystem functioning and services [104].
Understanding the complex interactions between cyanobacterial blooms and biodiversity
is essential for developing effective management strategies to mitigate their adverse effects
and preserve the aquatic ecosystems.

Also, macroalgal mats, formed by the rapid growth and accumulation of macroscopic
green algae, alter the physical, chemical and biological properties of aquatic habitats, lead-
ing to cascading impacts on ecosystem functioning [6]. One of the primary consequences
of macroalgal mat development is the alteration of habitat structure and complexity, which
can smother benthic communities, reduce substrate availability for colonization (e.g., by
periphyton) and inhibit the movement of benthic organisms. Additionally, macroalgal
mats modify light availability and water flow dynamics, creating light-limited and hypoxic
conditions that negatively affect photosynthetic organisms, such as submerged vegetation
and benthic algae, leading to declines in biodiversity and shifts in community composi-
tion. Moreover, the decomposition of senescent macroalgal biomass can deplete dissolved
oxygen levels, create anoxic conditions and release nutrients, exacerbating eutrophication
and promoting the growth of harmful algal blooms. Furthermore, macroalgal mats can
serve as vectors for the accumulation and transfer of pollutants, including heavy metals
and organic contaminants, posing risks to aquatic organisms and human health [105]. The
negative consequences of macroalgal mat development extend beyond ecological impacts,
with socioeconomic implications such as a reduced recreational value and negative impacts
on fisheries and aquaculture.

To ensure the conservation of biological diversity and unique ecosystems, the Eu-
ropean Commission recommends increasing the number and extent of protected areas,
including national parks, nature reserves, Natura 2000 sites and marine protected areas.
Additionally, it recommends strengthening environmental education and raising public
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awareness about biodiversity to increase the understanding of the need for nature con-
servation and societal engagement in actions to conserve biological diversity [106]. In
understanding such activities related to the preservation of biodiversity, it is important to
strengthen actions to combat invasive plant and animal species that can cause the displace-
ment of native species and changes in natural ecosystems [19], as well as conducting the
monitoring and control of the introduction of new species.

4. Chlorophyll a Fluorescence as a Tool for Monitoring the Development of Algae
and Cyanobacteria

Chlorophyll a fluorescence (ChlF) is defined as the red to far-red light emitted by pho-
tosynthetic samples when illuminated by light in the range of approximately 400–700 nm,
known as photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) [107]. Despite ChlF representing only
a small fraction of the absorbed energy, approximately 0.5–10% [108,109], its intensity is
inversely proportional to the fraction of energy utilized for photosynthesis [10]. Simulta-
neously, ChlF is also inversely proportional to changes in dissipative heat emission. An
increase in the yield of heat emission results in a decrease in the yield of fluorescence
emission [110]. Consequently, this signal is widely used as a probe for assessing photo-
synthetic activity in plants, especially to monitor regulatory processes affecting the PSII
antenna [111,112]. The ChlF measurements are fast, inexpensive and non-invasive, making
them, in recent years, an effective tool also for monitoring the condition of freshwater,
including real-time assessments. Subsequent studies have shown that by using these
measurements, it is possible to analyze photosynthesis in unicellular organisms such as
algae or cyanobacteria [11,113]. Nowadays, ChlF measurements are more and more widely
employed to estimate phytoplankton populations and cyanobacterial blooms. Recently,
traditional approaches, including species enumeration using microscopy, were used for this
purpose [114]. However, these methods are labor-intensive, costly and time-consuming.
Meanwhile, continuous and high-frequency monitoring is crucial for advancing our un-
derstanding of the population dynamics of these organisms [20] in order to achieve the
early and rapid detection of Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) and contribute data to enhance
the performance of predictive and forecasting models of HABs [115]. These factors have
spurred a rapid increase in emerging technologies that offer the affordable and reliable
high-frequency monitoring of phytoplankton populations after proper calibration. Recent
advances in monitoring techniques especially encompass fluorescence-based in situ sen-
sors [116]. In comparison to traditional methodologies, this technology generally provides
cost-effective, highly efficient spatial and temporal information, but may involve a trade-off
between precision (e.g., taxonomic rank) and accuracy (e.g., interferences). Methods based
on in situ ChlF measurements have emerged in the last decade for the rapid estimation
of algal and cyanobacteria characteristics [104–106], thus increasing the scope of temporal
and spatial measurements. This, in turn, may broaden the research questions that aquatic
ecologists can pursue [117–121].

This technology is typically founded on the fluorescence properties of two pigments of
interest: chlorophyll a (Chl a), found universally across all algal groups, and phycocyanin,
exclusive to cyanobacteria. ChlF is widely employed as a proxy for total algal biomass,
while phycocyanin fluorescence serves as a proxy for cyanobacteria biomass [118]. Stud-
ies conducted in laboratory conditions have indicated a strong relationship of algal and
cyanobacterial biomass measured by traditional methods and by ChlF sensors, leading to
their endorsement as valuable tools also for real-time, in situ water management [116,122].
However, challenges have arisen in calibrating these sensors, especially in highly turbid
environments or when there are rapid changes in the species composition, either spa-
tially or temporally. On the other hand, in recent years, the rapid development of remote
chlorophyll fluorescence measurement methods has occurred. The utilization of remote flu-
orescence instrumentation, in conjunction with curve-fitting techniques, offers a potential
method to identify the presence of various algae groups in a water bodies. The underlying
assumption for this application is that the fluorescence excitation spectra remain constant
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for each algal species [117]. This seems to hold true for algal groups commonly classified
by researchers studying algal fluorescence as green (chlorophytes), brown (predominantly
diatoms, dinoflagellates and golden brown flagellates) or mixed algal assemblages. How-
ever, in the case of cyanobacteria (referred to as the blue group), the spectrum undergoes
changes with environmental conditions [117]. This not only complicates the differentiation
of various cyanobacterial species, but also undermines the reliability of such probes in
estimating the total biomass of cyanobacteria. Therefore, environmental and technological
interferences need to be taken into account.

For remote measurements, the ChF is induced by natural sun light and called Sun-
Induced Chlorophyll Fluoresence (SIF). This emission curve in natural waters can be
approximated by a Gaussian function with a maximum of about 685 nm and can be
interpreted not only in terms of species compositions and biomass, but also phytoplankton
physiology, photosynthetic activity and primary productivity [1,123,124]. The use of optical
remote sensing data in the visible–near-infra-red (VNIR) spectral range (400–800 nm)
has demonstrated its potential to describe the spatial and temporal variability of the
physiological status of marine phytoplankton, linked to the nutrient limitation [117]. The
main challenge in retrieving SIF lies in the variability of the concentration and optical
properties of optically active constituents (OACs) within water bodies. This variability leads
to a diverse range in the shape of remote-sensing reflectance (Rrs), particularly in the visible
wavelengths. Consequently, the remote sensor detection of SIF is primarily influenced,
within the emission region, by the absorption properties of water and phytoplankton, along
with particle scattering from both phytoplankton cells and non-algal particles (NAP), such
as bacteria, protists, zooplankton and detrital organic matter. The interplay of these effects
results in a reflectance peak in the SIF region that coincides with the actual emission peak
at a low chlorophyll a (Chla) concentration and may become more pronounced with an
increasing Chla and/or NAP concentration [125–127].

5. Impact of Coal Mine Waters on Aquatic Ecosystems

According to predictions of Downing [128], mine pollution will be one of the top
ten problems for freshwater in the XXI century, together with eutrophication, climate
change, intensive agriculture, xenobiotics in waters, habitat destruction and invasive
species. Observations of the actual situation in freshwater ecosystems confirm these
expectations. At the same time, mine water (MW) and other industrial effluents are not
often studied by environmentalists mainly because the issue is unspectacular and difficult
to study. It should be emphasized that the discharge of industrial effluents including mine
waters, cooling water and saline water can cause moderate to significant changes in river
ecosystems [12,21,129–135].

5.1. Brown Coal Mining and River Water Quality

The impact of MW discharge on water quality and mixing conditions in rivers has
been studied by various authors, but only a few papers have paid special attention to the
processes occurring in sediments along the mixing path of rivers [8,130,134,136–138]. The
discharge of wastewater into watercourses can cause significant changes in their chem-
istry. It is due to the fact that the chemistry of the effluent can differ significantly from
the chemistry of the river, e.g., a low pH reaction (acid mine drainage, AMD) and low
redox potential, and these effects can be modified to some extent by the river morphol-
ogy and vegetation cover by reducing or lengthening the mixing path. River waters are
usually well oxygenated, whereas lignite mine waters (from deep seated drainage) are
usually deoxygenated and have reducing conditions due to a lack of contact with the
atmosphere. Reducing conditions of water support the leaching of iron (II) and manganese
(II) compounds from sediments as they are soluble in water [139,140]. After mixing with
well-oxygenated surface waters, carbon dioxide is displaced from MW and enriched with
dissolved oxygen from river waters. In such an oxidizing environment, iron (II) is oxidized
to iron (III) and, to a lesser extent, manganese (II) to manganese (IV), and their insoluble
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hydroxides can be released from the sediments. This can cause a change in the color of
the water (from yellow to brown) and turbidity (Figure 2), which can sometimes be very
intense. Mine waters, especially from lignite deposits, can contain significant amounts
of humic acids, which cause the additional colouring of these waters. These changes can
affect the reach of solar radiation into the water, limiting plant cover and the number of
taxa. A large proportion of lignite MW in the total river discharge can significantly disrupt
the natural variability of the water temperature, which may also lead to disturbances in the
functioning of biocenoses [135].
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5.2. Brown Coal Mining and River Sediments

The quantity of scientific papers published in peer-reviewed journals related to the
impact of mine waters and other industrial effluents on rivers, including sediment charac-
teristics, shifts in the taxonomic structure of aquatic plants or the limitation of the ecosystem
service value, is limited [3,8,132,135,141,142]. Studies on the impact of brown coal mine
water on rivers showed that the concentration of trace elements (cadmium, chromium,
copper, lead, nickel and zinc) in sediments decreased below the mine water discharge and
subsequently increased below the path of complete mixing [8]. This phenomenon was
caused by the influence of mine water, which increased the water discharge and leaching of
small particles sinking downstream of the watercourse. The energy of such a discharge can
be very high, also due to the elevation of the mine water discharge pipes above the river
level, so the water is turbulently mixed and the rate of washed out material causes a lack of
small sediment particles near the mine water impact. In such a situation, in the first meters
of mixing, the characteristics of sediments change rapidly and the concentrations of some
heavy metals can be very low due to the lack of small particles [130,143]. Additionally,
a decrease in the total heavy metal concentrations was observed at sites just below the
discharge and an increase at sites below the mixing path in several sites. This may be
related to the effect of higher water discharge in rivers below mine water discharge points
and the washing out of small particles from the river bed, e.g., in the investigated Pichna
River and Grójecki Canal [130]. A similar phenomenon was observed in the Odra River,
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where small particles, which accumulate metals more effectively than sand, were simply
washed out, and this phenomenon was observed by some authors [130,143].

5.3. Importance of the Length of Complete Mixing Zone

Taking all of the above into account, it is important to mention that the identification
of the length of the complete mixing path (CMP) for certain situations can help in the eval-
uation of the mining impact and subsequent works for shortening this length to maintain
good water quality in the river ecosystem. Of course, full or complete mixing is only a
theoretical expression because homogenous mixing does not occur in the environment, thus
simplification in the evaluation of gathered data needs to be carried out (e.g., 98% of mixing
treated as a complete mixing) [134]. Recently conducted studies proved that in the case of
water quality and the ecological status of water bodies, standard calculations of the length
of CMP were not sufficient to assess the rate of mine waters’ impact on rivers [121,134]. In
the case of sediments, such an approach was also unsatisfactory and the obtained results
left many questions regarding the role of the mixing zone, the proportion of wastewater
in the total discharge and the presence of aquatic plants and algae [13,135]. The length of
the complete mixing path can be calculated using several formulas [134,136,137], but they
underestimate or overestimate this length, so it is impossible to properly assess the rate
and length of changes based on them, especially in the case of sediments. For instance, in
the case of the Noteć River (Tomisławice lignite mine, Poland), the use of standard calcula-
tions without taking into account the field check can lead to a significant underestimation
of this length, varying by 200–500 metres (horizontal mixing, own observations), or an
overestimation in the case of a large river like the river Wisła (Poland), even by hundreds
of kilometres (horizontal and vertical mixing) [134]. Dozens of empirical formulas for esti-
mating the length of the complete mixing path are known [134,136,144], but the results of
the calculations are usually far from reality and require data such as vertical and horizontal
dispersion coefficients, which are not easy to obtain (i.e., bottom shear stress) [145,146] or
coefficients for which the values depend on the opinion of the researcher.

In conclusion, a simple, scientifically based test carried out in the field should provide
an accurate indication of the location of full mixing, which is crucial when deciding whether
to attempt to shorten this distance or when planning restoration works. The use of modern
procedures involving UAV and UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems) can be very useful in
such analyses. In addition, the 98% threshold for assuming complete mixing is probably
too strict and could be reconsidered in the future after scientific field and laboratory testing.

6. Microplastic—Development of Monitoring Methods

The term microplastics (MPs) was introduced by Thompson et al. in the year 2004 [147].
Plastic polymers are very popular as material in numerous human activities. There are many
reasons of its commonness, e.g., corrosion resistance, durability, lightness and formability,
but on the other hand, a lot of them are single use and the recycling level in many countries
is disturbingly low [148]. Initially, attention was drawn to MPs in open oceans—in the
1970s [149]—but over time, especially in the last dozen years, the occurrence of MPs
was confirmed in many environments, including seas and inland waters [150], aquatic
organisms and bottled water. They may cause damage to fauna and flora [151] and
contribute to the spread of toxins and pathogenic microorganisms [152].

Due to environmental hazards, MP represents many disadvantageous features. The
most unfavorable of them include a relatively large surface area, which causes the adhesion
of water and pollutants and the leaching of toxic plasticizers, its small size, resulting in its
availability to organisms in the entire food chain, and fragmentation over time.

Over 8 years—2013–2021—over 6000 articles were published on microplastics in the
environment. With regards to these scientific articles [153], assuming a prediction over time
for the abundance function (R2 = 0.998, accuracy 99.8%) for the last five years (2020–2024),
in 2024, the number of publications may reach 9000 and the sum of these 5 years may
exceed 30,000. Despite such extensive literature sources, which cannot be analyzed in the
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full spectrum without special, advanced methods (artificial intelligence), especially since
they concern interdisciplinary issues (microplastics and the environment), the identification
methodology is still not unified.

6.1. Particle Size

Due to the diversity of its origin, wide range of sizes, i.e., from 1 µm to 5 mm (in
the case of large micro plastics), path of movement, density (low density favors transport,
especially by wind [154]), chemical composition (different types of polymers), physical
properties, such as various degrees of an effective surface affecting the formation of biofilms
and absorbed pollutants, variety of shapes (balls, irregular particles, fibers, foils and foams),
surface charge and hydrophobicity and many other features and properties, microplastics
in the aquatic environment may be subject to high variability in terms of their occurrence
and the changes and processes they undergoes. At the end of the last century, research on
plastic particles mainly concerned the seas and oceans. The sizes of the tested particles
mainly fell within the wide range for plastic garbage and particles of 1–2 mm in size were
also marked and analyzed within them.

One of the disadvantages is the lack of a narrow definition of microplastic itself, as
well as its size. The size ranges for microplastics found in the literature range from 50 mm
to hundredths or even thousandths of a millimeter. For the needs of EU monitoring, a
division into fractions of 1–5 mm and 20 µm–1 mm was recently proposed [155]. This
chapter covers microplastics in the particle size range from 1 µm to 1000 µm [156] (Figure 3)
and does not include nanoplastic due to how different its separation and identification
methods are.
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6.2. Collection, Extraction and Identification

A feature that makes it difficult to identify microplastic particles is that they are often
mixtures of polymers, sometimes enriched with additives introduced during production.
These properties must be taken into account when choosing an extraction method. MP
extraction is the first stage and largely determines subsequent stages (in terms of the
separation efficiency and unchanged form).

Most often, there are four to five main stages of the entire process of identification.
These are sampling, extraction, quantitative and qualitative determination and quality
assurance or control (QAQC); this is not a standard yet [148,156].
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6.3. Sampling

In the case of inland waters, ten samples are taken from the water surface or water
column. In addition to the water column and its surface, samples are also taken from
sediments, e.g., using core samplers [157], and from beaches (one of the main problems
is the dynamic changes of MP and beaches as well [150])—as a measure of microplastics
floating on the surface (PP, PE) and carried by wind and waves on shore (methodology not
covered by this chapter). In the simplest terms, the sampling methodology can be divided
into three ways: total sampling (the entire volume is preserved, without reducing it during
the sampling process)—it gives practically 100% certainty of the sampling effectiveness in
terms of the mass of the collected material; however, such material may be strongly mixed
with other particles, including organic ones, and will require further separation procedures,
often labor-intensive, selective (direct sampling of fractions that are recognizable to the
naked eye as plastic) and with a reduced volume—and thickening sampling using a net
where various types of clogging of the pores (mesh) of the nets by the material collected
may also occur [150].

In microplastics’ monitoring, it is problematic to have a large area, volume and depth
of natural water reservoirs in the aquatic environment. This often determines the need to
collect samples, leading to their compaction using various kinds of nets or meshes. These
methods are relatively effective in the context of compaction. However, their disadvantage
is the possibility of the omission a specific type of material, among other things, as a
result of the misapplication of a certain size of mesh (net). The most commonly used nets
are [158] Manta net [159,160] with a lower limit: 300 µm, Neuston net (lower limit: 333 µm),
plankton net (lower limit: 100 µm), autosampler and microplastic catcher (100–333 µm).
Waves caused by both wind and drone or ship movements can be a problem when collecting
samples, causing disturbances in the accuracy of sampling in plan and vertically.

Microplastic particles can have different sizes and shapes. Some of the particles with
specific shapes are fibrous or significantly elongated particles. The collection of fibrous
particles using a net may be accompanied by a large error—the effectiveness of stopping a
particle with a large disproportion in length to diameter depends on its position when it
comes into contact with the mesh. Particles that do not come from the sample being tested
may cause significant errors in the results of field tests. These include: particles from the
air, researchers’ clothing and the material (paint) used to cover a ship, drone or boat. This
material may also come from research equipment. An interesting and alternative solution in
sampling is fraction filtering—water pressure even above 1 m3 through a filter cascade [161].
A promising technique is using the fluorescence of particles, e.g., eaten by vertebrates and
invertebrates (using fluorescence and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering—CARS) [7].

6.4. Extraction—Density Separation, Filtration and Etching

One of the most commonly used methods of extracting microplastics due to their
known and relatively constant density is density separation [156]. The density of plastic
affects its distribution in the water profile. A material with a density smaller than water
will tend to float or remain near the water surface. A material with a density similar to
water will be moved in the water body profile, depending on the water currents, moving
up and down, often to a large extent. A material with a density greater than water, e.g.,
PET and PVC, will tend to sediment and often accumulate in bottom sediments. Solutions
for polymer density separation are chosen according to material properties (density) and
its extraction efficiency depends on the shape and dimensions of MPs. One of the most
popular for PE and PP is NaCl [162,163], zinc chloride solutions are used for materials of
1.5–1.7 g/cm3 [164,165] and sodium polytungstate is used for materials with a density of
1.4 g/cm3 [166].

The techniques used for extraction include a Microplastic Sediment Separator (MPSS)
technique and elutriation with subsequent flotation [164].

Optionally, sieving through a 500 µm sieve is used if the solution contains fractions
with larger particle sizes [167,168]. Vacuum filtration (sieving and suction) is also used for
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re-filtration [156]—Buchner filters are often used. The pore size of the filters can be in quite
a wide range: from 1–2 µm (Al2O2) to 5 µm (silver, silicone) [156].

Further analytical procedures (visual-light or chemical) require pure samples. To
remove the remains of biological (organic) substances, in addition to the manual elimination
of relatively large particles (pieces of wood, large fragments of biofilm), treatment with an
appropriate substance is used that will dissolve small or adhering plastic particles (soft
tissues of flora and fauna) and which may make their identification difficult. Rinsing with
fresh water is one of the most frequently used and safest components for MP structure and
composition. The ultrasonic cleaning of aged and brittle MP may lead to its cracking [166].
For etching, the following are also used, among others: H2O2—e.g., 30% solution [165],
HCL, NaOH, Fe(II) and H2O2, KOH [161], enzymes—e.g., proteinase-K [167] or, before
FTIR, lipase, amylase, proteinase, chitinase, cellulase [162] and corolase, in combination
with KOH [162]. Mineral acids are mainly used to decompose organic pollutants. The
mixtures of acids, alkali and oxidants (hydrogen peroxide) or hot NO3 can also be used for
the digestion of biotic tissues.

Some polymers, e.g., polyamide, polyoxymethylene and polycarbonate, cannot be
cleaned with strong acids or alkali due to their reaction with them [165].

6.5. Visual Sorting, Visual Identification and Chemical Identification

Visual sorting should only be used for particles over 500 µm or even 1000 µm. If
more accurate methods are not used (e.g., FTIR, Raman spectroscopy) [150], the visual
sorting error level ranges from 20% [169] to 70% and increases with the decreasing particle
size. Sorting chambers (e.g., a Bogorov counting chamber) can be used to sort water
samples [150] and a dissecting microscope can be used to sort smaller particles [170].

Visual identification methods used to characterize MP include microscopic, spectro-
scopic and chromatographic techniques [171,172]. The following PMs’ boundary dimensions
can be distinguished as AFM-IR—100 nm; SEM—0.1 µm–1.0 µm; R-spectroscopy—1.0 µm;
FTIR/µFTIR > 10 µm; LM (light microscopy)—100 µm; and ATR-FTIR > 500 µm [173]. The
procedure for the identification and characterization of MP in addition to the analysis
of the size (boundary conditions determined at the sampling stage), shape, color and
polymer identification.

Currently, various techniques are used to identify microplastics [174]. Spectroscopic
and chemical techniques have recorded significant progress in the last dozen years. The
wide spectrum of techniques for identifying polymer microparticles includes optical mi-
croscopy [175]; physico-chemical methods, including SEM [169,176]; spectroscopic tech-
niques such as Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, FTIR [177,178], ATR-FTIR and
Raman spectrometry [177]; thermal methods [179] (TGA, DSC); and chromatographic
techniques (GC, HPLC).

Some of them are included in the SOP: µ-FTIR, ATR-FTIR, µ-Raman and Py-GC/MS.
The SOP recommends using µ-FTIR and ATR-FTIR to clearly determine the polymer type.
The use of the µ-Raman and Py-GC-MS techniques results in the destruction of the sample
due to using too high a level of excitation energy [154], and the results are in the form of
the mass (not the number of particles) in the case of Py-GC/MS and time consumption in
the case of µ-Raman [159].

In the case of FTIR, the generated spectroscopic spectrum reflects the molecular struc-
ture of the sample, and the Fourier transformation is used to convert the signals. The
principle of the operation of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is based on
the interaction of infrared radiation with plastic particles, thanks to which a spectrum is
obtained with characteristic bands corresponding to the specific vibrations of chemical
groups [148]. Spectroscopy techniques involve the comparison of absorption and emission
spectra with reference spectra [150]. This method is characterized by simplicity, effective-
ness, non-invasiveness and reliability [179]. In recent years, automated FTIR techniques
have also been used as they enable the fast analysis of thousands of spectra [179]. FTIR uses
two measurement modes: reflectance and transmittance. Both have certain limitations—the
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first is that the irregular shape of the MP can result in spectra that are difficult to interpret,
and the second is that it requires IR-transparent filters (e.g., alumina) and has limitations
regarding sample thickness [122]. The drawbacks are, among others, that the lower size
limit is 10–20 µm, there are difficulties in the case of a lack of sample transparency and
water must be removed from the sample bore detection and organic fraction, e.g., biofilm
disturbance detection [179].

Preparing a sample for the µ-FTIR method is relatively simple, but time-consuming [171].
It allows for the identification of particles between 10 and 20 µm in size. FTIR and µ-FTIR
spectroscopies have been used in numerous studies of environmental samples [180]. The
µ-FTIR is an FTIR system extended with a microscope which allows the analysis of particles
below 500 µm. An additional advantage of FTIR is the ability to obtain information on
aging (physical and chemical weathering) [166]. There is also a method of extending FTIR
based on a focal array (FPA), thanks to which, by combining FPA fields, entire samples can
be examined in detail as a total number of MPs, thanks to the simultaneous registration of
several thousand spectra during one measurement [161].

One of the limitations of IR spectroscopy is the need to dry the sample before measure-
ment due to the absorption of IR radiation by water; for the same reason, the determination
of black particles may also cause problems. ATR-FTIR is used to analyze larger (due to the
technical limitations of pressing small particles in a pressure camera) polymer particles
as it is reflectance-mode FTIR spectroscopy [154]. It is a surface technique (IR radiation
penetrates to a depth of 0.5 to 5.0 µm). This technique allows one to analyze MP with high
precision and in a short time (less than 1 min).

Another technique, used with high reliability [7,156,164,180], is Raman Spectroscopy
(RS). Its principle of operation is the interaction of photons emitted by the monochromatic
laser light (wave length 500 to 800 nm) with plastic molecules in the form of, for example,
vibrations and rotation [181]. This technique allows for the identification of a wide range
of particle sizes, even below 1 µm. Thanks to the combination with CLSM, it allows the
localization of MPs in biological tissues [7]. The generation of heat associated with excessive
light absorption by the sample leads to its thermal degradation [182]. Raman spectroscopy
has several advantages over FTIR, including non-contact measurements, the detecting of
small particles with a diameter of 1 to 20 µm at high spatial resolution, automatic and fast
data collection and processing [179] and the ability to analyze wet samples [183]. It has
some disadvantages also, e.g., samples containing organic material residuals can disturb
the generation of the Raman spectra that could be interpreted. This problem can be solved
by using a longer wave length—longer than 1000 nm [161]. During the Raman technique,
samples must be cleaned for proper MP identification. Microscopy coupled with a Raman
spectrometer, called µ-Raman spectroscopy, allows for the identification of particles (thanks
to comparing the generated spectra with a database containing reference spectra) with a
diameter below 20 µm and to about 1 µm [182]. The advantage of using coupled FTIR
with Raman spectroscopy is that they complement each other to some extent—molecular
vibrations that are inactive in the Raman technique are active in infrared [161].

A relatively novel group of techniques are thermal analyses (e.g., thermal extraction
and desorption using GC/MS, GC/MS, DSC). A promising technique is Py-GC/MS, which
can provide information not only about the polymer, but also about the additives used [184].
The conventional Pyr-GC/MS needs to place MP particles manually in the pyrolitic tube.
The principle of the operation of Pyr-GC/MS is the analysis of products formed as a result
of the thermal degradation of the sample by pyrolysis [181,185]. The resulting gas mixture is
separated into individual chemical compounds in a chromatographic column and generated
spectra should be compared with a reference database [182]. The NMR, quantitative 1
H-NMR spectroscopy using bench top NMR and NoD methods, are also used for MP
identification [186,187]. Thermal techniques such as TGA and DCS are utilized too [174], as
well as chromatographic techniques, such as GC and HPLC [174]. More complex samples
can be analyzed by combining mass spectrometry with thermogravimetric analysis and
thermal desorption gas chromatography (TD-GC/MS).
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Thermal methods, apart from several significant advantages, such as a large sample
volume (TD-GC/MS) and the ability to detect various types of polymers, also have some
disadvantages, including sample destruction, the process length (Pyr-GC/MS) and the
influence of substrate purity (DSC) [179]. GC/MS pyrolysis can also be combined with
pressurized liquid extraction (PLE) or automatic pressure liquid extraction (APLE) to
achieve low detection limits. During this procedure, however, care must be taken when
grinding and homogenizing the samples due to the formation of agglomerates [188].

Often, in order to obtain results with lower uncertainty (error) or a greater range of
information (such as applicability to small-sized particles), combinations of methods are
used [189], e.g., pyrolysis with gas chromatography and mass spectrometry (Pyr-GC/MS),
FTIR/optical microscopy (µ-FTIR), thermogravimetry with differential scanning calorime-
try (TGA-DSC), gas chromatography with thermal desorption and mass spectrometry
(TED-GC/MS) and RS/microscopy (µ-Raman) [171].

The thermal analytical method combining TGA-SPE and TDS-GC/MS is thermal
extraction–desorption–gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (TED-GC/MS) [190]. A
high temperature is used—nearly 1000 ◦C. The advantage of this method is shortening the
analysis time of large samples with a relatively large sample weight (up to 100 mg). Thanks
to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [179], substances can be identified qualitatively
and quantitatively by measuring the melting point of an MP sample heated to different
temperatures [191]. The method is simple and relatively cheap. Due to the novelty of this
method, reference materials are not yet available. In the case of large particles, a difficulty
may be their higher mass-to-surface ratio [192].

Another promising technique is Cloud-point extraction (CPE) [193]. MP is isolated
from liquid samples using non-ionized surfactants (e.g., Triton X-45), which, when heated
to a certain temperature, form clouds (the so-called cloud point when the surfactant
concentration exceeds the critical micelle concentration—CMC), thus separating from the
bulk solution [193].

6.6. Counting and Data Presenting

The last stage is usually counting, organizing the obtained results and presenting
them using commonly used and representative units, including the number of particles
per unit of mass, the number of particles per unit of volume, the mass of particles per
unit of mass and the mass of particles per unit of volume. Optionally, a unit of mass
or number of particles per unit area of the body of water is used. To summarize the
discussion so far, although identification micro-FTIR and micro-Raman techniques are still
very popular and used successfully for much smaller particle sizes in individual cases, it
is recommended to use 100 µm as the lower particle size limit due to the limitations of
the currently used techniques [154]. The main problems relating to MPs’ identification
are the lack of unification, standardization and repeatability of the methods used in these
studies [154]. The discrepancies concern both the use of different methods (including
analytical ones), as well as technical details within the same methods (concentrations of
reagents, digestion time and process temperature). When sampling microplastics in the
future, such factors and conditions should be taken into account: the precise control of a
boat or drone and cruise planning—both in terms of the precision of sampling in the top
view and in the vertical cross-section of the reservoir. It is best for the cruise plan to be
automated, with simultaneous corrections due to water waves, wind and possible currents
in the water column.

The efficiency of extraction using classic methods for small particles (40–300 µm) is
still relatively low—on average 40% [164]. Newer methods show a higher efficiency of up
to 100%. The high extraction rate of the recovery of small microplastics gives an MPSS
of 96% [164]. Procedures and strategies (SOP, BASEMEN, SCS and others) should also be
maintained [160]. With the computational opportunities of IT systems growing at a signifi-
cant pace, it seems possible to combine the identification elements resulting from the SOP
and SCS systems, i.e., combining quantitative parameters (mass and number of particles)
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with qualitative parameters (particle size, color, shape, etc.). Modern methods, such as the
use of AI, methods based on remote sensing and other interesting methods, such as the
analysis of data from extensive Internet or other data sources [194] and the consumption
of microplastics by vertebrates, should be improved regardless of the development of the
most popular methods. The methodology of MPs’ identification requires refinement at
every stage—arranging size categories, sampling and extraction—and the method of inter-
preting and reporting quantitative and qualitative results [156] and robust standards and
procedures (e.g., QAQC) should be developed, as in other areas of analytical chemistry.

There are still discrepancies in the consideration of MP properties; one of the reasons
is the lack of the sufficient harmonization of sample collection and analysis methods [22].
In the near future, in order to improve the identification and elimination of MPs, the use of
electrochemical methods will probably be widespread due to their low cost, high sensitivity
and easiness to use; however, in the case of large MPs or aggregates, problems may occur.
Therefore, it seems advisable to develop multi-channel sensors—electrodes [179]. In the
coming years, it can be expected that innovative techniques will be used in both micro-
and nano-plastic detection, such as confocal laser scanning microscopy, laser particle size
analysis, flow cytometry or dynamic light scattering analysis. This will be facilitated
by the integration of various research fields (e.g., materials science and environmental
medicine) [195].

7. Conclusions

In time, when, together with a water shortage, other problems have been present for
years or are just emerging, it seems that it will be necessary to develop new concepts and
more precise methods of studies. The observed water scarcity coupled with water eutroph-
ication, intensive agriculture, the presence of xenobiotics and microplastics in waters, the
destruction of natural biota, the presence of various industrial effluents including mine
waters, the decline of biodiversity and many places with biological invasions are becom-
ing increasingly prevalent issues, thus the need to prevent them, based on the properly
collected data, is apparent.

Recent studies, which include methods using UAVs and UAS, which have a low
impact on the aquatic environment, can assure undisturbed physico-chemical, toxicological
and biological samples. They can enable results to be obtained from areas normally beyond
the reach of researchers, such as the rapidly changing Arctic regions. New methods and
paradigms could not only help to collect samples or key environmental data using remote
systems, but can also be very useful for biodiversity conservation works due to their still-
developing capabilities. They can be used in assessing the direction of changes in water
quality, including determining the length of the zone of complete mixing, and in biological
assessments, like the presence of chlorophyll in the waters.

An aspect that is currently of great concern to researchers is the widespread presence
of microplastics in freshwater. Today, there are some inconsistencies in the describing of
different properties of microplastics. Thus, the aforementioned lack of coordination of
sampling procedures and incoherent analytic methods should be urgently solved. In order
to improve the identification and elimination of microplastics from inland waters, new
low-cost methods need to be implemented in this decade.

In this paper, the authors have outlined only some of the main threats and challenges
facing modern science, but even these few pressing environmental issues show how much
can and should be done to save inland waters.
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Abbreviations

AMD acid mine drainage
AOTF acousto-optic tunable filter
AFM atomic force microscopy
APLE automatic pressure liquid extraction
ATR attenuated total reflectance
BASEMAN baselines and standards for microplastics analyses
CARS fluorescence and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
ChlF chlorophyll a fluorescence
CLSM confocal laser scanning microscopy
CMC critical micelle concentration
CMP complete mixing path
CPE cloud-point extraction
DO dissolved oxygen
DSC differential scanning calorimetry
EDS energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
FPA focal plane array
FTIR Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
GC gas chromatography
HAB harmful algal bloom
H-NMR proton nuclear magnetic resonance
HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography
NAP non-algal particles
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
MP microplastic
MPSS microplastic–sediment separator
MW mine waters
PAR photosynthetically active radiation
PE polyethylene
PET polyethylene terephthalate
PP polypropylene
PVC polyvinyl chloride
Pyr-GC/MS pyrolysis–gas chromatography–mass spectrometry
QAQC quality assurance and quality control
RS Raman Spectroscopy
SCS Swiss Chemical Society
SEM scanning electron microscope
SIF Sun-Induced Chlorophyll Fluoresence
SOP Standard Operating Procedure
SPE Solid-phase extraction
TDS-GC/MS thermodesorption gas chromatography with mass spectrometric detection
TED-GC/MS automated thermal extraction—desorption gas chromatography mass spectrometry
TGA thermal gravimetric analysis
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
UAS unmanned aerial system
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